
Chapter 20
Miracles, Gaps and Oracles

Since theological nomenclature hardly belongs to the standard repertoire of physicists
but will be used later, as some termini technici will be mentioned upfront. Thereby
we will mainly follow Philipp Frank’s (informal) definitions of gaps and miracles
[219, 220].

In the theological context, creatio ex nihilo often refers to the ‘initial boot up of
the universe;’ whereas creatio continua stands for the permanent intervention of the
divine throughout past, present, and future. Alas, as wewill bemainly interested with
physical events, we shall refer to creatio ex nihilo, or just ex nihilo, as something
coming from nothing; in particular, from no intrinsic [500] causation (and thus rather
consider the theological creatio continua; apologies for this potential confusion). Ex
nihilo denies, and is in contradiction, to the principle of sufficient reason (cf Sect.
17.1, p. 135), stating that nothing is without intrinsic causation, and vice versa.

According to Frank [219, 220, Sect. II, 12], a gap stands for the incompleteness
of the laws of nature, which allow for the occurrence of events without any unique
natural (immanent, intrinsic) cause, and for the possible intervention of higher pow-
ers [219, 220, Sect. II, 9]: “Under certain circumstances they do not say what def-
initely has to happen but allow for several possibilities; which of these possibilities
comes about depends on that higher power which therefore can intervene without
violating laws of nature.”

Many scientists, among them Poisson, Duhamel, Bertrand, and Boussinesq [162,
494], have considered such gaps as a possibility of free will even before the advent
of quantum mechanics. Maxwell may have anticipated a scenario related to deter-
ministic chaos (cf. Chap. 18, p. 141) by considering singular points and instability
of motion with respect to very small variations of initial states, whereas Boussinesq
seemed to have stressed rather the nonuniqueness of solutions of certain ordinary
differential equations [162, 343, 494].

This is different from a direct breach or ‘rapture’ of the laws of nature [219,
220, Sect. II, 10]; also referred to as ontological gap by a forced intervention in
the otherwise uniformly causal connection of events [438, Sect. 3.C.3, Type II]. An
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example for an ontological gap would be the sudden ad hoc turn of a celestial object
which would otherwise have proceeded along a trajectory governed by the laws of
inertia and gravitation.

Sometimes, certain correlations are subjectively and semantically experienced as
synchronicity, that is, with a purpose – the events are not causally connected but
“stand to one another in a meaningful relationship of simultaneity” [296, 299]. A
more personal example is Jung’s experience of a solid oak table suddenly split right
across, soon followed by a strong steel knife breaking in pieces for no apparent
reason [297, 298, pp. 111–2, 104–5].

In what follows we shall adopt Frank’s conceptualization of a miracle [219, 220,
Sect. II, 15] as a gap (in Frank’s sense cited above) which is exploited according
to a plan or purpose; so a ‘higher power’ interacts via the incompleteness (lack of
determinacy) of the laws of nature to pursue an intention.

Note that this notion of miracle is different from the common acceptation quoted
by Voltaire, according to which a miracle is the violation of divine and eternal
laws [549, Sect. 330].

An oracle (if it exists) is conceptualized by an agent capable of a decision or
an emanation (such as a random number) which cannot be produced by a universal
computer. Again, we take up Frank’s conception of a gap by realizing oracles via
gaps.
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